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In modern storage system, most file system uses journaling operation to preserve data
in-safe and recover fast from power loss. However, journaling operations generate
excessive IO requests and degrades IO throughput. In addition to that, it also makes a lot
of possible-discard regions that could be invalidated physically through discard
command. However, due to it short period of time between journal transactions, there
occur a lot of tiny lurked discard regions which give much overheads. In this paper, we
identify that there exist many tiny lurked discard regions between successive journaling
commit operations, and investigate a dynamic interval controlling scheme of journal
transactions commit to reduce tiny lurked discard regions, as well as enlarge IO size of
upcoming commit transaction. With the help or dynamic controlling of transaction
interval, overall IO bandwidth can be enhanced.
Keywords: NAND Flash Memory, Discard, Trim, Journal, Transaction Interval
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Recently, the capacity of NAND flash memory chips has become large enough for
them to be used as a part of the main storage medium of electronic devices, and this size
will continue to increase quickly. The NAND Flash-based storage devices, such as Solid
State Drives (SSDs) and embedded Multi-Media Controller (eMMC) cards, have reached
the mainstream market as storage solutions [2]. SSDs are rapidly taking the place of
traditional mechanical hard drives since they support the same interfaces at higher layers,
and eMMC has also reached wide adoption in mobile systems.
Due to the limits of physical characteristics of Flash memory, there are some
mismatches between host system and Flash devices. At the view of Flash memory,
some area of Flash memory is considered as valid, even if the area does not contain
valid data since Flash Translation Layer (FTL) provides logical address to host
system and hides physical address, whereas, host system has no idea about the real
physical location of data. Even the host system thought that a data is considered as
invalid, FTL might recognize the data is being valid. To compensate this mismatch
and corresponding overhead, host command, called TRIM or discard[1][3] was
proposed as a part of command standards. According to the specification and device
driver, discard command consists of LBA and its range, which means that logical
region from LBA to (LBA+range) is invalid so the area can be deleted physically.
At the aspect of Flash device and its internal usage, GC efficiency is getting hig her
as physically invalidated area is getting greater. Thus, it is crucial to find out how
much discard regions among file system‟s IO operations. However, too many
discard commands degrade overall IO bandwidth since it also occupies bandwidth at
the command levels. Moreover, the discard command is used as synchronized
manner, which gives more degradation of Bandwidth.
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Not only the explicit deleting regions from the user‟s notification such as file‟s
deletion, but also, there are a lot implicit lurked regions that could be deleted
logically as well as physically with the file system area. Specifically, we focus on
the file system‟s journal operations and its generating lurked discard regions. In
modern storage system, most file system uses journaling operations to preserve data
in-safe and recover fast from power loss. However, journaling operations generate
excessive IO requests and degrades IO throughput. In addition to that, it also makes
a lot of possible-discard regions that could be invalidated physically through discard
command. We call these regions as lurked discard regions since these regions
cannot be identified by file system explicitly.
Since file system has no idea about that these can be treated as discard region,
these cannot be marked as invalidated physically unless otherwise indicated by
others. There is previous work that could identify the lurked discard region during
journaling transactions, and eliminate those by generating discard commands [ 4].
However, due to it short period of time between journal transactions, there occur a
lot of tiny lurked discard regions which give much overheads. Since journaling
commit operations are one of the most frequent write operations in file system‟s IO
operations, a lot of lurked discard regions are generated among consecutive commit
requests. Also, too many journal transactions reduce overall IO bandwidth since it
generates many short IO requests.
In this paper, we identify that there exist many lurked discard regions between
successive journaling commit operations, and propose a dynamic interval
controlling scheme of journal transactions commit to reduce tiny lurked discard
regions, as well as enlarge IO size of upcoming commit transaction. In the
conventional journaling transactions in the Linux Operating System, the journal
interval is fixed to five seconds as default. Although the interval is configured with
configuration parameter, the configured interval time is not varied until re configured. The dynamic interval controlling scheme, developed in this paper,
changes journal transactions interval dynamically during runtime by monitoring the
size of incoming transaction size and number of lurked discard regions to adjust
number of discard commands as well as size of upcoming transaction. With the help
or dynamic controlling of transaction interval, overall IO bandwidth can be
enhanced.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, background and
related work is described. The dynamic interval controlling scheme of journal transactions
are described in detail in Section 3, and its performance evaluation and comparison are
described in Section 4. Section 5 concludes this paper.
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2. Background and Related Work
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In this section, basic characteristics of NAND flash memory is described, an d
accordingly, the details of discard command are described. Most of the descriptions
are from our previous works [4,5].
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NAND flash memory is array of memory cells, in which one cell store s 0 or 1.
The bundle of memory cells called „Page‟ is the unit of read or program. Likewise,
bundle of several „Page‟s called „Block‟ is the unit of erase. The read and program
command are related with data transfer between host and Flash device, while, th e
erase command has no data transfer between host and Flash device. Typically, the
size of one Page is 4KB and doubles as manufacturing process advances and a Block
is composed of 64 or 128 Pages. The erase operation for each cell should be
preceded by program operation.
The mismatch between program and erase operation makes addition overhead for
Flash memory, such as mapping management between logical address and physical
address, and GC (Garbage Collection) [6]. The Flash Translation Layer (FTL) [7][8]
is in charge of managing these issues. FTL is key software layer for NAND flash
memory, and most of NAND flash devices include it inside their devices. The role
of FTL is address translation between logical address of file system and physical
address of flash memory itself. FTL performs out-of-place updates which in turn
help to hide the erase operation. When the number of free pages is insufficient for
write operations, free pages should be made by garbage collection (GC), where GC
is the process that makes available free region by selecting one block, moving data
of valid pages to other region, and erasing the block. There are two major different
points between two storage media of NAND flash-based and traditional rotationalbased; the one is there is additional internal overhead for Flash device, such as
mapping management between logical address and physical by special software
layer called Flash Translation Layer(FTL), and Garbage Collection (GC) processes
during runtime writes. The Second difference is that NAND flash-based storage
media does not dependent on mechanical aspects any more. The GC efficiency is
getting higher as the number of data to be copied is getting smaller.
Inside the Flash device, GC makes available free region for later write reque sts.
During GC operation, valid data should be copied from victim block to available
other region. The GC efficiency is getting higher as the number of data to be copied
is getting smaller. At the view of Flash memory, some area of Flash memory is
considered as valid, even if the area does not contain valid data. FTL provides
logical address to host system and hides physical address, whereas, host system has
no idea about the real physical location of data. Even the host system thought that a
data is considered as invalid, FTL might recognize the data is being valid, which is
due to the file system‟s metadata operation. For example, when a file is deleted by
delete operation from user, file system deletes it by just deleting the metadata of the
file, leaving data area of the file alive. In this case, the data is considered as valid
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within flash memory until the region is rewritten by file system. The physical area
of logically invalidated area can be invalidated by TRIM or discard command [3].
According to the specification of recently released ATA 13[3], discard command
consists of requests of invalided logical region specified by LBA and range, which
means that the logical region from LBA to (LBA+range) is requested to be
invalidated so the requested area can be deleted physically. According to the
specification, one or more (LBA+range) discarded range can be aggregated in one
discard command, as shown in the Figure 1. Typically one sector-command can
have up to 64 discard regions. When the discard command is transferred from host
to flash device, FTL updates its mapping table with the address received from host.
The procedure of invalidation for the requested region within FTL is as follows. At
first, FTL finds its logical addresses ranging from LBA to (LBA+range), and sets
the corresponding physical address of the requested logical address as invalid, i.e.,
0xFFFFFFFF for example.
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3. Controlling of Dynamic Transaction Interval based on the Discards
3.1. Analysis of Lurked Discards In Journal Transactions
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In general operating systems, transaction management is done within filesystem,
and most of filesystems use form-of-redo logging [10] for file system‟s atomicity. In
our previous work, we identified the lurked discard regions among transaction
commits of journaling file system, and proposes invalidation scheme of the lurked
discard regions [4]. According to the previous work, there are a lot of multiple
copies during the successive transaction commits. As referred the previous work [],
the lurked discard regions are made as follows. While committing transactions,
other transaction writes are buffered together in a compound transaction. If the new
transaction tries to write to the same buffered block, which is being committed, then
a new copy of the block is made and committed with new transaction. In this case,
the previous committed block is useless since new version is committed. We call
those regions as lurked discard regions.
An instance of lurked discard regions is described in Figure 2. In the Figure, data
buffers of block 51 and 52 are the metadata buffers of two consecutive journal
transactions of (n-1)th and (n)th, and 51, 52,and 55 are the metata buffers of two
consecutive transactions of (n)th and (n+1)th. The consecutive updates of same
metadata can be generated frequently due to the frequent updates of the
corresponding file. As a result, both buffers are included in both of the transactions.
The former logical block number of buffers 51 and 52 are block 1 and 2 in (n-1)th
transaction, and the latter logical block numbers of those are allocated to block 5
and 6, respectively in (n)th transaction. Accordingly, the former logical block
number of buffers 51, 52, and 55 are block 5, 6, and 3, the latter logical block
number s of those are allocated to block 8, 9, and 10 in (n+1)th transaction. It leads
that the former committed blocks, 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 which are former versions of
blocks, are logically useless anymore.
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To invalidate multiple copies logically, two kinds of list structures, valid list and
discard list are used. The valid list manages the list for the blocks that have up-todate data of journal region, and discard list maintains list of lurked discard regions
of the ongoing committed transaction. The blocks that are contained in the discard
list are made up to the discard region in a discard command, and the discard
command is issued from host system to flash device after the commit of the
transaction is completed. For every transaction commit, the discard commands are
generated.

ok

Figure 2. Management Scheme of Lurked Discard Region in File system
Journal

Bo

3.2. Dynamic Transaction Interval Control Scheme
The discarding of lurked discard regions for journal transactions is beneficial to flash
internal usage, and also as a result, beneficial to overall IO bandwidth. However, too
many discard commands make adverse effects on IO bandwidth. The number of lurked
discard regions for each transaction commit is deeply related to the transaction commit
interval. The commit interval is also related to the commit IO size as well. If the
transaction commit interval is short, the number of lurked discard regions is diminished,
however, the length of commit IO is also diminished due to lack of time for gathering
blocks for journal logging. As a result, short interval generates too many short commit IO.
On the contrary, while long commit interval can generated large request for transaction
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commit, it degrades the abibility of data integraty. Thus, proper commit interval should be
decided, or other commit schcme should be considered.

Figure 3. Dynamic Commit Interval Control and its Corresponding Commit
IO And Discard Command
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Instead of use of commit with fixed interval time, we develop dynamic controlling
scheme of transaction commit interval based on the the amount of blocks for each
transactions to be committed. As shown in the Figure 5, each tranaction is in running state
to gather fixed amount of updated buffers, not fixed amount of time. The buffer size is
fixed with pre-defined length for buffering the update blocks during transaction running
state. After the the buffer is filled with update blocks in th transaction running, the
transaction state is moved to commit states. The behavior of trsnactions comit state is
same as that of fixed commit interval scheme, that is, it checks the valid list of the
transactions by comparing each number of buffered block with the block number of
entries in the valid list. If it is matched, the block in the valid list is move to discard list,
and block in the buffered list is inserted into valid list. After the checking all the blocks in
the buffer, the blocks are flush to journal log. Then the discard command are generated
with the regions of lurked discard lists. Since a discard command can group several
discard regions, almost all the lurked discard regions can be clustered into one discard
command. Lastly, the dicard command is transferred to flash device. As shown in the
Figure 5, the dynamic interval controlling scheme can make a relatively larger size of
commit IO than that of fixed interval scheme since it guarantee a pre-defined fixed
number of blocks to be flushed to journal log at a transaction commit. In addition to that,
is can accumulate more dispersed lurked discard regions than that of fixed interval
scheme, and these are clustered into a discard command, which reduce discard command
management overhead. As a result, It increases overall IO bandwidth.
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4. Evaluation
Table 1. 4 Different File System's IO Configurations
Base files

Conf. 1

Conf. 2

Conf. 3

Conf. 4

3000

2000

500

200

# transactions

10000(many)

5000(mid)

3000(mid)

1000(small)

File’ s size

1KB ~ 10KB(small)

50KB ~100KB(mid)

500KB ~ 1MB(mid)

1MB ~ 2MB(large)

User Block sizes

Read = 512 bytes, write = 512 bytes

Biases

Read / append = 5, create/delete = 5
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With the lurked discard regions in the journal transaction operations, we have
analyzed the distribution of discard commands for the file system IO workloads that
includes journal transaction workloads, by generating file system‟s IO operations
with create/read/write/delete, as IO request distribution varies. Postmark benchmark
[11] is used for 4 different configurations, as described in Table 1. In the workload
generation, the file size increases and number of IOs decreases, as number of
configuration increases. The ranges of file size and number of IOs can represent
web or email server, documentation, common works, and multimedia workloads, for
conf. 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. For each configuration running, we have four types
of experiments with regards to discard commands, nodicard, home discard, journal
discard, and over40 discard, which means discards are not generated, discards are
generated only home region, discards are generated in both of home and journal
region, and discards are generated only for the range is over 40 file systems‟ blocks,
respectively. During the experiments, request size, elapsed time, request sequence,
and bandwidth are profiled for discard command.
The Figures 4-7 depicts request distribution for generated discard commands for
each configuration. For each configuration, the generated discard command and its
discard range is plotted. From the figures, we identify that discard range for each
discard is getting larger and sporadic as file size increases and number of files
decreases. On the contrary, the discards with small range are generated frequently
for configuration 1 and 2. We identify that the discards of small range give bad
effects for other generic requests, which results in bandwidth reduction, while
discards for large range give benefit for Flash device, which results in IO bandwidth
increment, from the bandwidth results. The discard for journal region of file system,
the discard range makes much more traffic for file system‟s journaling operations.
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Figure 5. Discard Distribution for Configuration 2

Figure 6. Discard Distribution for Configuration 3
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Figure 7. Discard Distribution for Configuration 4
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To view the advantages of dynamic interval controlling of transaction, we have
preliminary experiments with same experimental environment described above. The
experiments are preliminary since we only set the buffering time dynamically with only
regards to the numbers of lurked discard regions. In the journal configuration, default
fixed interval is used for comparison with the dynamic interval controls, i.e., five seconds
for transaction interval. For the dynamic interval controlling, we have set the buffering
interval to gather a set of sixty-four discard regions which is standard discard command
parameter for aggregation of the discard rnages for preliminary experiments. The
benchmark settings are same with above experiments, that is, there are four configurations
with Postmark benchmakr. For each benchmark running, read and write throughputs are
measured for both of fixed interval and dynamic interval. The Figure 8 depicts the
prelinarity experimental results for dynamic interval controlling with comparison with
fixed interval controlling. As shown in the results, the dynamic interval controlling
outperforms fixed interval controlling for both of read and write throughput, as we
intended. In the experiments, we identify that average interval time for dynamic interval
controlling is three times longer than that of fixed interval controlling. The long interval
time results in better IO throughput. It is from that the size of transaction commit IO for
dynamic interval controlling is greater than that of fixed interval controlling, as well as
ranges for lurked discard regions for dynamic interval controlling is larger than that of
fixed interval controlling. For the further works, the various journal buffering
configurations to apply dynamic interval controlling will be considered, which includes
set of various buffering sizes, set of lurked discard regions, and combination of time
interval and buffering size, and so on.

5. Conclusion
In modern storage system, most file system uses journaling operations to preserve
data in-safe and recover fast from power loss. However, journaling operations
generate excessive IO requests and degrades IO throughput. In addition to that, it
also makes a lot of possible-discard regions that could be invalidated physically
through discard command. However, due to it short period of time between journal
transactions, there occur a lot of tiny lurked discard regions which give much
overheads. In this paper, we identify that there exist many tiny lurked discard
regions between successive journaling commit operations, and propose a dynamic
interval controlling scheme of journal transactions commit to reduce tiny lurked
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discard regions, as well as enlarge IO size of upcoming commit transaction. The
dynamic interval controlling scheme changes journal transactions interval
dynamically during runtime by monitoring the size of incoming transaction and
number of lurked discard regions to adjust number of discard commands as well as
size of upcoming transaction. With the help or dynamic controlling of transaction
interval, overall IO bandwidth can be enhanced.

Figure 8. Preliminary Experimental Results for Dynamic Transaction Interval
Controlling; Write Bandwidth and Read Bandwidth
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